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This is a great looking Italian Gitoni style  
table that is modelled after Roberto’s 
coin-operated commercial tables.  
Tempered glass playing surface  
provides the fast ball response needed  
for competitive play.  
 
Telescopic rods ensure safety during  
aggressive matches. The cabinet is  
constructed from multi-layered poplar  
plywood covered with durable plastic  
laminate. Extruded aluminum top rails  
and corners add to the durability and solid 
metal legs make this Italian made table 
tough to beat. Perfect for institutional  
and commercial settings. 
 
Includes 10 foosball balls. 

Roberto Sport was founded in 1947 in Turin, Italy and has gained a worldwide reputation 
for manufacturing high quality foosball tables. This is due to, not only for being one of the 
first manufacturers of table soccer, but also for their contributions in the technical and  
promotional development of table soccer over the years. In order to adjust to the  

increasingly demanding and competitive market, Roberto Sport has expanded its offering of soccer tables, both with  
and without coin mechanisms. To control all production procedures and to ensure competitive quality, this industry leader 
has put a great deal of effort and investment into manufacturing techniques and equipment.
 
Long term co-operation with the FICB (Italian Table Soccer Federation) has definitely enhanced the quality of their tables. 
Recognized by the ITSF (International Table Soccer Federation) since its official formation; tables are continuously  
tested by the best international players. Roberto Sport tables are the official table for ITSF World Cup events, ITSF  
World Championships, Master Series and the Pro Tour.
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Roberto Sport has created a soccer table  
specifically designed to be played outside. The  
Summer Outdoor gitoni/ foosball table is made of  
water and sun proof material which makes it the  
perfect table for camp sites, resorts, patios, as  
well as gardens, playgrounds, pool sides orany  
outdoor area. 

The body is constructed of 24mm thick special sealed  
marine plywood, covered by 10/10 waterproof plastic  
laminate. The traditional Green playing field is made  
out of 5mm tempered glass and is water/sun proof. 

The telescopic safety rods are 18mm stainless  
steel and the bushings are made of special nylon  
material that allows high speed, minimal maintenance and  
longer life. Screws and springs are also rust resistant stainless steel.  
The outdoor table incorporates anodized aluminum legs with soft high grip 
feet for added stability. Assembled dimensions 135 x 110 x 90 cm, packing 
dimensions 138 x 80 x 25 cm, weight 52.30 kg.

The best coin-operated foosball you can buy.  
Tempered glass cover and play field, 24mm  
popular plywood cabinet, and square anodized  
aluminum legs all contribute to the extensive  
durability of this commercial foosball. Cabinet is  
finished in a durable black plastic laminate and is  
built in two parts so it can be opened by a double  
lock for easy access to the interior. Tempered  
glass top cover prevents damage to the playfield,  
theft of balls, helps keep play area clean and to  
decreases noise while playing.  
 
Complete with 5mm deluxe tempered glass playing  
field which provides a very fast playing surface. 18mm  
telescopic rods are double chromium plated steel with  
toughened springs complete with indestructible polyurethane 
plastic handles and players. Available with a coin mechanism 
that can be adapted to either coins or tokens. The table comes 
with 10 foosball balls. 
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With Roberto Sport’s Pro Winner foosball table you 
get the best of best features of the ‘’College’’ and  
competition tables all rolled into one amazing  
professional soccer table. The Pro-Winner is  
produced in Italy and made with the finest materials 
available. It’s cabinet is made from poplar plywood 
and MDF with a total thickness 1” (24 mm) and is 
coated with melamine laminate. The unique bushing 
design utilizes a self lubricating material that enables  
exceptional game speed. Large metal legs are  
reinforced with crossbar for maximum stability and 
come with adjustable feet that are fitted with a suction 
cup rubber bottom for total grip. The table comes with 
double plated steel 18mm telescopic rods. Supplied 
with 10 balls and 1 lubricant spray for rods.

The Roberto Sports College Pro foosball table is 
elegant and solidly made with strong anodized  
aluminum legs, larger commercial grade telescopic 
rod system and durable aluminum trim. The playing  
surface is made of 5mm tempered glass; the  
cabinet is constructed from multi-layered poplar  
plywood covered with durable plastic laminate.  
Extruded aluminum top rails and corners with  
aluminum legs make for a solid good looking table. 
Goal slots are situated on both sides to ease ball 
recovery. The table utilizes 18 mm telescopic rods 
with extra soft rubber handles for comfortable play. 
For extra flare, the table comes with silk-screen 
printed headboards with the Roberto Sport and 
International Table Soccer Federation logos.

Same design as the College Pro, Roberto’s College Pro Cover foosball table is the 
first “free play” table to have the tempered glass top preventing competitors from 
touching the players or the ball. Moreover, the ball can’t bounce out of the table. 
Having the play field covered also reduces the sound of the match and keeps the 
playing surface clean. For these characteristics, it is proven to be the best choice 
for schools and institutes where safety is an issue.
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The Roberto Sport Top-Speed is the official  
International Table Soccer Federation (ITSF)  
competition table and comes with a numbered  
plate authenticating ITSF approval. It can be used  
for any ITSF World Tour Tournament. The cabinet  
is made of 30mm thick multilayered poplar plywood  
covered by two MDF sheets that make the panels  
extremely durable and consistent ensuring precision  
bank shots. The heavy metal legs are fitted on the  
outside of the cabinet, which combined with the  
extra weight of the legs, provides extra stability and  
reinforcement. Feet are adjustable to allow leveling  
of the play field on any surface. Playing field is  
made of sandblasted tempered glass giving extra  
grip allowing ball control.  
 
The Top-Speed also incorporates an innovative concept for 
the border sides with lowered corners. Traditional border 
sides have been changed into a long/thin strips that prevent 
dead zones granting precision for side shots. Solid rods are 
18 mm with rubber springs and round feet players for  
a perfect ball control.

Play like a pro on a Roberto Sport Adrenaline gitoni style  
foosball table! Authentic ITSF competition table, the  
Adrenaline foosball table has been manufactured with  
carefully chosen materials: 25mm thick multi-layer  
laminated plywood cabinet, 90cm x 90cm metal legs,  
chromed steel rods and plastic laminate playing field.  
Comfortable grip thanks to anti-perspiration handles and  
rubber shock absorbers make for amazingly responsive  
play. High resistance players (guaranteed for life) have  
been moulded directly onto the bars and have roughened  
feet for better ball control. Large metal legs are reinforced  
with crossbar for maximum stability and come with  
adjustable feet that are fitted with a suction cup rubber  
bottom so the table stays in place during rough games.  
 
Comes standard with solid 18mm drawn steel double plated 
solid metal rods. 25mm thick walls are made of poplar plywood  
covered with two MDF sheets to make the impact surface  
for the ball hard and even and allow for perfect response on  
the bank shots. Playfield is a sandblasted plastic laminate  
for professional ball movement.




